Predicting phenotype from genotype is the holy grail of quantitative systems biology.
and applicability to various scenarios. This study can help to guide further development of kinetic models, and to demonstrate how to apply such models in real-world setting, ultimately enabling the design of efficient cell factories.
Author summary
Kinetic modeling is a promising method to predict cell metabolism. Such models provide mechanistic description of how concentrations of metabolites change in the cell as a function of time, cellular environment and the genotype of the cell. In the past years there have been several kinetic models published for various organisms. We want to assess how reliably models of Escherichia coli metabolism could predict cellular metabolic state upon genetic or environmental perturbations. We test selected models in the ways that represent common metabolic engineering practices including deletion and overexpression of genes. Our results suggest that all published models have Introduction Reliable prediction of metabolic phenotypes in form of intracellular metabolite concentrations and metabolic fluxes from genotype would be a transformative technology for biotechnology and metabolic physiology. Instead of expensive and laborious screening experiments biologists could employ in silico tools to design cells that produce chemicals or proteins, or to design experiments that unravel additional complexity of metabolism. A plethora of metabolic phenotype prediction methods have been developed ranging from purely statistical machine learning approaches (1,2) to mechanistic simulators of virtual cells (3) . However, the complexity of living systems including the rich network of regulation that connects DNA sequence to the metabolic phenotype makes the phenotypic prediction task challenging.
Kinetic models are among the most mechanistically detailed methods for phenotype prediction, and they also have a long history of application for studying metabolism due to availability of in vitro kinetic parameter data for many enzymes in central carbon metabolism. These models are mathematical models describing changes in metabolite concentrations as a function of concentrations of enzymes catalyzing reactions, their kinetic parameters,and concentrations of substrates, products and other metabolic effectors (4) . Usually such models are expressed in the form of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) and analyzed using methods that are suitable for solving and studying complex systems of ODEs. From the user perspective kinetic models can predict concentration profiles of metabolites and metabolic fluxes over time given some initial concentrations of metabolites and information on genetic perturbations such as deletion or overexpression of genes. Kinetic models are usually represented as a set of metabolic reactions, set of kinetic parameters inferred from in vitro or in vivo experimental data, and a set of initial concentrations of intracellular metabolites encoded together in the Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML) (5) format or as executable scripts for platform such as MATLAB.
Despite their long history and demonstrated ability to predict specific metabolic phenotypes used to for example parameterize models, there is a lack of systematic and unbiased evaluation studies of the predictive power of kinetic models (6, 7) . The introduction of a comprehensive set of benchmarks covering different experimental datasets and use scenarios would allow to explore the limitations of existing kinetic models and continuously improve the models.
This study presents a systematic evaluation of the most representative kinetic models of E. coli central carbon metabolism. Models are compared in terms of their accuracy in predicting steady-state fluxes upon such perturbations as gene knockouts, changes in enzyme abundance, and changes of cultivation conditions. We provide Jupyter notebooks with simulations, code, and data, and encourage all model developers to test newly constructed models against the proposed set of benchmarks, and/or extend the benchmarks themselves with new experimental flux datasets.
Methods

Models
In this study we examine the most recent kinetic models of E. coli metabolism as well as an older widely-used kinetic model that many of the more recent models used as a starting point for development ( Figure 1 ). In the following we describe basic statistics for the models (Table 1) and several other key model features such as distribution mechanism, use of standardized IDs for metabolites and reactions ( Table 2) .
Fig 1. Lineage of E. coli dynamic models.
Arrows represent at least partial usage of data/assumptions in the models. Models with the author names in bold are considered in the benchmark. Millard17 : This model was originally developed as an answer to questions about metabolic regulation and not as a tool for prediction (19) . It uses some formulations from (20) and employs published in vitro kinetic parameters deposited in databases like BRENDA. In-house data were used to train the model, and separate datasets (12, 13) were used for model evaluation, but not for fitting model parameters.
Kurata18 : This model (21) was designed to be used as metabolic phenotype prediction tool and is an update from the model published by (22) . The model was trained on batch fermentation data from (14) . Users can change cultivation conditions via dilution rate (for continuous cultivation simulation) or set fermentation to batch regime.
This set of models is not exhaustive. The model from (23) was excluded due to limited coverage of metabolic pathways (for example there is no Pentose Phosphate Pathway).
The model from (20) is notable because it's one of the first highly detailed and models, but it is unavailable in public model repositories such as JWS Online or Biomodels.
We have also included the most recent constraint-based model of E. coli metabolism (24) to create a baseline for evaluating kinetic model prediction performance.
Constraint-based models do not account for enzymatic rate equations or kinetic parameters, and can only be used for performing steady state flux balance analysis.
However, due to their relative simplicity, ease of use and genome-wide coverage, these models can be considered as a first choice to predict strain phenotypes. For the constraint-based model we use a technique called linear minimization of metabolic adjustment (l MOMA ) to simulate the effect of genetic perturbations. Other perturbation simulation methods for constraint-based models exist, but the purpose of the current study is not to compare these methods together and lMOMA has demonstrated good performance and is commonly used. 
Simulation setup
Chassagnole02: We used the Python Tellurium package (25) to simulate kinetic models that were in SBML format. The model was modified by 1) fixing stoichiometry in PTS system 2) extracellular volume, and 2) removing training-data specific equations for cofactors. To match simulation regimes of other models we simulated the model for Millard17: The model is distributed in SBML format and the simulations were performed in the Tellurium package. To match the simulation regime of other models we simulated the Millard17 model for 10.000 seconds without checking for the steady state. To match growth conditions one can manipulate the glucose feed parameter, but in the case of this model, we were not able to achieve a growth rate higher than 0.4 h-1 regardless of the glucose feed.
Kurata18: We used the MATLAB scripts from the original publication. The source code does not provide any functions to modify the model parameters, so we modified them directly in the source code. This model has explicit dilution factors or starting glucose concentration to support both chemostat and batch regimes.
iML1515: For simulation of the constraint-based model iML1515 with lMOMA we used cobrapy (26) and cameo packages (27) . Chemostat culture is simulated as minimization of glucose uptake with constraint on growth to match the experimental dilution rate. For simulating knockout scenarios we additionally set the flux of the respective reaction to zero. For simulations with lMOMA, we first used the experimental data for the wild-type strain in defined reference condition. Next, we matched these data as close as possible to create a reference flux distribution for lMOMA, assuming that cells try to minimize flux changes upon knockout.
Datasets
To compare accuracy of model predictions we gathered datasets describing physiology of E. coli grown on minimal medium with glucose with recorded metabolic flux profiles after various perturbations. Characteristics of datasets are provided in Table 3 . Long19
Batch 79
For each scenario we converted identifiers of flux measurements to the BiGG ID nomenclature. Next, we calculated normalized fluxes by dividing each flux with the glucose update flux for each dataset. All datasets are available in the Supplementary Material in "tidy format" where each row represents one measurement (28) .
Scenarios
We propose to use three scenarios to compare the predictive performance of models:
1) Prediction of gene knockouts. In this scenario the models are used to predict the steady state fluxes of in silico mutants obtained by knocking out the reactions corresponding to a given gene. Data for this scenario is taken from ref. (11) for chemostat condition and from ref. (29) for batch condition. In this scenario we also perform constraint-based simulations using lMOMA to use as a baseline error estimate.
2) Prediction of flux profiles with respect to changes in enzyme abundance. In this scenario, the models are used to predict the steady-state fluxes of in silico mutants with varied abundance of single enzymes (glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase -zwf , glucose-6-phosphate isomerase -pgi , enolase -eno ). Data for this scenario is taken from ref. (30) and ref. (31) 3) Prediction of flux profile with respect to changes in dilution rates. In this scenario, models are used to predict the steady-state fluxes of wild-type strains cultivated in chemostat with varied dilution rates. Data for this scenario is taken from ref. (32) . In this scenario we also perform constraint-based simulations as baseline.
Metrics
We employ two different metrics to assess the performance of each model. Each metric is calculated with fluxes normalized to the glucose uptake.
Firstly, we calculate "Normalized error" metric for each sample within scenario which is described in (33) . This metric is calculated as:
Where is an L2 norm, is vector of fluxes defined in experimental conditions,
is vector of fluxes obtained per each sample in scenario. v sim Second, for each individual flux in sample we calculate "relative error" -absolute percentage error:
conditions, is vector of fluxes obtained per each sample in scenario. This metric is v sim modified so 0 divided by 0 yields the 0% error. If either predicted or experimental data is zero, then the error is 100%.
Results
We identified relevant kinetic models of E. coli metabolism through a literature search and selected models that covered major pathways in central-carbon metabolism and that were available in a usable format (either SBML or as MATLAB scripts). Most of the original publications describing the models did not systematically compare the new models to previously published models. This lack of assessment of model quality compared to previous models makes it hard to evaluate the choices made by modellers and to advance the field of kinetic modeling towards more predictive and comprehensive models.
Each model was trained on relatively small datasets, and these datasets were not common between the models. This fact allows us to perform out-of-sample tests of predictive qualities of the models using a larger dataset assembled from multiple independent publications. We selected experimental datasets that include 13C-MFA flux profiles (34) to test models. None of the experimental datasets had been used to train or fit the models except for the Khodayari16 model, which had been trained using the Ishii07 dataset. All the experimental data that is used in our benchmark is available as Table S1 . Kinetic models can also be used to predict timecourses of metabolite concentrations, but we did not find enough experimental datasets containing time-course metabolomic profiles to build a sufficiently robust benchmark spanning different genotypes.
For each scenario (experiment) for each model we perform the following steps: 1) Modify model parameters to match experimental conditions: Select the parameters that are required to represent scenario (e.g. vmax = 0 for ZWF reaction to perform zwf knockout). Modify the selected model parameters. Set feed or dilution rate parameters to such value that model growth rate matches observed growth rate in the experiment as closely as possible.
2) Simulate the model: Simulate the model using the MATLAB files with custom scenario scripts for Khodayari16 and Kurata18 models, Tellurium for the Chassagnole02 and Millard17 models, and cobrapy for the constraint-based model. 
Simulation of gene knockout effects on fluxes
This scenario represents one of the most common experimental techniques in metabolic engineering. To perform gene knockout in silico in the model we force the parameter which corresponds to maximum velocity of reaction to be zero. Such qualitative modification may lead to the blocked reaction and failure to obtain phenotype as a result (Table 3A) . The † symbol highlights that Khodayari16 model was trained on experimental dataset that is used in this chemostat knockouts scenario. Kinetic models Khodayari16 and Kurata17 are more accurate compared to constraint-based model iML1515 in chemostat setting (Fig 2A) and show comparable performance in batch setting ( Fig 2B) . Chassagnole04 model performs worse than iML1515 in chemostat condition and comparable performance in batch setting. We observe variability in the performance for individual models between various knockouts.
Variability in performance does not seem to follow expectations that for reactions which are further from the start of the pathway the error in prediction would be higher. Besides general variability, some knockouts are outliers and these outliers are not common between models indicating some model implementation issues rather than complex nature of that particular knockout.
The Khodayari16 and Millard17 models show the best performance among kinetic models in the chemostat condition. We should note that Khodayari16 model was trained on the testing dataset which makes comparison to be biased for this model. The Chassagnole02 model has the worst performance across all kinetic models in all scenarios. This can be only partially attributed to lesser coverage of metabolic pathways such as TCA, Entner-Doudoroff pathway, acetate excretion (see Fig S1a and Fig S1b) .
Predictions depend on the model equations and availability of bypass pathways. Lack of bypass pathways often leads to model failing to capture the mutant phenotype at all resulting in simulation failure for example in case of Millard17 model (Table 3a and Table 3b ). Authors of the Kurata18 model observed some numerical issues in simulating pgl knockout and such issues could also be related to implementation details of model equations.
Performance of models depend on cultivation regime used in experimental data. Both
Khodayari16 and Millard17 models show good results in chemostat case and those models were trained on data from chemostat with dilution rate which is close to the dilution rate that was used in experimental dataset. The Kurata18 model was trained on batch culture data and it performs worse than the other models in the chemostat condition even if this model specifically allows for setting the cultivation condition to be chemostat. We see that the performance for Khodayari16 and Millard17 models drops when simulating batch physiology. None of the published models had been trained on both chemostat and batch data -doing so would most likely improve the prediction accuracy in both conditions. Constraint based models generally perform quite poorly in case of pFBA, but methods such as lMOMA help to significantly improve their performance in cases where genetic perturbations are simulated. Accuracy of lMOMA simulation is just as good as kinetic models and in case of batch simulation even better (even if the predictions still have quite high errors). Ability to capture wild-type in experimental condition in the reference flux distribution seems to be exceptionally beneficial leading to improvements in prediction even without any inclusion of kinetic parameters in the model. Average accuracies for each model are not significantly different between each model and are significantly lower compared to performance of knockouts prediction in batch conditions. We could expect that the bigger the enzyme expression change is compared to WT the harder would be to predict flux profile, but we found no evidence for such pattern (Figure 3 and Figure S2 ).
Simulation of enzyme abundance variation on fluxes
All of the models fail to predict the flux pattern for the 1.20-fold overexpression pgi strain (outlier data points in Figure 3 ). Despite a relatively modest increase in enzyme expression, the experimental data (31) indicates physiology of this strain differs from WT quite significantly. For example flux of reaction catalyzed by glucose-6-phosphate isomerase goes in gluconeogenesis direction (-5% of glucose uptake) in the engineered strain, while in WT it goes in glycolysis direction (60% of glucose uptake). with growth rate ≈ 0.7 h-1 in case of Kurata18) the higher the predictive accuracy is ( Figure 4 ). The Chassagnole02 model that was trained on glucose pulses applied in a chemostat has the best predictive power for high dilution rates consistent with ability to handle conditions with high glucose uptake rate. Millard17 model is not able to reach growth rate more than 0.4 h-1 and we used simulation with growth rate of 0.4 h-1 to compare with experimental fluxes at 0.6 and 0.7 h-1. Surprisingly the error rate for those comparisons is similar to the dilution rates supported by the model natively.
Changes in dilution rate
The constraint-based model shows a performance comparable to that of the kinetic models, with its accuracy degrading with higher dilution rates. This limitation was described earlier (33) and is attributed to the challenges of predicting activation of overflow metabolism without incorporating additional constraints (35) .
Discussion
We compared published kinetic models of E. coli metabolism and analyzed their predictive performance. Models were tested for their ability to predict steady-state flux profiles of knockout mutants, mutants with over/underexpression of enzyme and wild-type strain fluxes at different dilution rates. We found that none of the models were clearly better than others for all conditions. The older Chassagnole02 model has a smaller scope than the newer models and is worse compared to newer kinetic models and pFBA simulation.
There is now a growing body of evidence that systematic benchmarking studies stimulate research communities, help to set operating standards for evaluating computational models and methods, and lower the barriers for introducing new ideas in the field (36) (37) (38) .
The development of kinetic models is presently an active field, in particular the automatic creation of kinetic models using predefined rules (39) (40) (41) (42) 
Getting the baseline right
The highly regulated nature of metabolism poses challenges in predicting which perturbations would create changes in the flux profile and which perturbations could be smoothed by homeostasis. In such a case the simplest null-model is an assumption that fluxes simply do not change at all between conditions or that change would be minimal.
In our benchmark, we see that models make imperfect predictions for the basic metabolic state.
Success of lMOMA simulation highlights that even very simple models benefit a lot from factoring in baseline strain data. The ability to predict the behaviour of the wild-type strain in a given condition is an important property.
We can expect that inclusion of a broader spectrum of conditions for wild-type E. coli in training data would improve accuracy. Prediction errors could be decomposed as a sum of prediction error of wild-type in given condition simulation plus contribution of perturbation of the WT. Additional information about WT physiology in condition would improve that part of error.
Uncertainty
All analyzed models work in the deterministic regime -there is no uncertainty in predictions. In the case of complex non-linear systems, it is hard for users to evaluate how sensitive the system is to small perturbations such as errors in experimental data.
Most experimental research is now reported with at least some notion of uncertainty (46) . Ideally models should propagate uncertainty from training data and parameters to the actual predictions (47, 48) . Some kinetic frameworks try to perform uncertainty quantification in form of Monte Carlo sampling (49) or using a full Bayesian framework (50) , but there is no published E. coli kinetic model using these frameworks that we could test in our benchmark. We hope that uncertainty quantification would be integrated into the next generation of models enabling exploration of the whole set of predictions rather than only the point estimates.
It should be noted that the reported flux values are inferred from mass-spectrometry measurements according to some measurement flux model. The closer the measurement flux model is to the kinetic model the better would be the predictions due to purely stoichiometric reasons. This may be a source of some bias in our assessment, but re-estimating fluxes using different measurement flux models is well beyond the scope of the current study. and manipulation of SBML models exists and authors can rely on these tools to create a better user experience. Besides such technical benefits, SBML models are more easily discoverable due to existence of catalogs like BioModels or JWS that provide structured search and even web interface to simulation results. We hope that in the future more researchers will opt for representing their models in SBML format and hence ensure that their work finds its way to practical applications in metabolic engineering and other fields.
Complexity vs Accuracy
Conclusion
Our benchmark highlighted how complex the task of accurate prediction of metabolic physiology in response to genetic and environmental perturbations is even for a simple and well characterized bacterium like E. coli. Mechanistic models for such complex task are also not expected to be simple. Model developers need to combine deep biochemical knowledge to describe the system, computer science and mathematical skills to select the right implementation formalism, and also a solid understanding of caveats in experimental data used to parameterize models (e.g. in vitro kinetics and metabolomics). We analyzed how decisions made by model developers impact accuracy of prediction across our whole benchmark dataset. We found that the mathematical formalism and kinetic complexity is less important for the ability to make accurate predictions than inclusion of wider set of conditions for model training. Models that were trained on very limited number of datasets could in general not be used reliably to make predictions in conditions that were not included in the training dataset.
We should note that tools and methodologies for modelling do improve and mature. We are sure that the recent rapid developments in machine learning and in particular methods that fuse machine learning and mechanistic model will fuel progress and application of kinetic models in bioscience.
Despite progress in the modeling field and the availability of more data for training models some challenges still remain. Big perturbations in physiology such as change in the mode of fermentation is hard to model. Despite advances in standardizing the formats for modelling there is still room for improvement in the formats and for increased adoption of existing formats. Prediction uncertainty quantification is being tackled right now, but is yet to be widely used. Discoverability of experimental data to be trained on could be improved, as most of the datasets were published before the FAIR initiatives (51) . To address this issue we combined published experimental data and harmonized it to be easier used for future model training or evaluation. All data and the notebooks with simulations and analysis of the models are available on Github https://github.com/biosustain/EcoliKineticBenchmark (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3610129). 
